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Oman Dive Challenge for Disabled lauded

T

By Kabeer Yousuf

HE Oman Dive Challenge for Disabled,
the first of its kind in the region that
stemmed out of empathetic care for the
less-privileged, has won a European appraisal.
The project that recently held its 4th Dive
Challenge in Nizwa is also going to be the topic
of the next congress of the EUBS (European
Underwater and Baromedical Society) to be
held in Poland in August.
Dr Roswitha Prohaska, President of the

Austrian Society for Diving and Hyperbaric
Medicine, said “I’m so impressed with the
sports activities and the empowerment efforts
of these disabled people. The sports festival for
them held in Nizwa was a great experience for
me because we don’t have such big events for
handicapped in Austria. I am going to present
a report on this event at the EUBS conference
in Poland”.
On March 13, an international team of
dive instructors, doctors and helpers arrived in
Nizwa to give handicapped people the chance

to try out diving in the pool
of the Golden Tulip Hotel
Nizwa.
The first Dive Challenge
for the disabled was held in
March 2009 at the Oman
Dive Centre in Muscat.
Owing to its great success
and the immense interest
the Ministry of Sports Affairs asked the Dive Challenge team to organise such events on a regular
basis in different cities of Oman.
Sur and Salalah have been the next destinations during the year 2010 and in 2011 the dive
event was held in Nizwa from March 13 to 16.
Stefanie Trier, one of the founding members
and diving instructors, says: “During my long
time of teaching I came across some handicapped students. One of them had only one leg.
Although I was sceptical in the beginning and
thought that he would not be able to keep up
with the other students, I was very surprised
that the handicapped turned out to be one of
the best students during the course, extremely
disciplined and eager to do all exercises in high
performance. This experience motivated me
to become a diving instructor for handicapped
people”.
All team members are sacrificing their annual holidays to travel to the Sultanate to teach
disabled people diving. The driving force is
Tariq al Khabori who is supporting the society of disabled people since 1984. Thanks to
his continuous efforts and initiative over the
past years the team will soon be organised in

the ODDA ‘Oman Disabled Divers Association’,
inspired by former events
in co-operation with European diving organisations.
This association is now
under formation with a
rapidly raising number of
members.
“I’m attached to the
disabled and I’ve been doing whatever I could for these specially-abled
people”, avers Tariq.
“The joy and excitement in the eyes of the
handicapped is an extreme pleasure. Also,
meeting with people who never thought in their
life that they would once scuba-dive and get
the chance to discover the beautiful underwater
world of Oman is pure satisfaction”.

Tariq al Khabori and Stefanie Trier

Ankita Lokhande A concert odyssey blasts off in London
not comfy doing
S
mean girl role
By Michael Roddy

TANLEY Kubrick’s 2001: A Space
Odyssey made the timpani intro of
Richard Strauss’s “Thus Sprach
Zarathustra” a cliche for a dramatic entrance and the crescendo of Gyorgy
Ligeti’s Atmospheres a cult classic.
Now fans of one of the most influential soundtracks of all time can hear it in
sound that will out-Dolby Dolby for an
ambitious programme at London’s Southbank Centre that combines a new print of
Kubrick’s 1968 sci-fi masterpiece with a
large chorus and full orchestra playing the
film music live.
“It’s absolute goosebumps,” said Gillian Moore, head of contemporary culture
at Southbank, where two concert showings of 2001: A Space Odyssey will be
given next week (April 7 and 8).
“It’s like an opera,” added German
conductor Andre de Ridder, whose job it
is to co-ordinate the massive forces of the
orchestra and chorus with a film that was
never meant, unlike some silent films, to
have a live musical accompaniment.
“I would say it is the perfect marriage
of sound, theatre, drama and visual art,”
he added — covering all the bases.
The two screenings mark a return engagement for an experiment that sold out
last year and is one of the main attractions of a month-long “Ether” festival of
contemporary classical and art music that
has dance and other strands thrown in for
good measure.
One of those offerings — sure to appeal to fans of James Cameron’s Avatar
— is a 3D performance of Stravinsky’s
Rite of Spring with a dancer inside a cube
whose movements are recorded by cameras and projected onto a screen. The audience will see effects that at one point
make the dancer’s movements look like
snowflakes, and hear the music played
live (April 23).
Kubrick, who embraced cutting-edge

technology and whose special effects in
2001 still look futuristic 40 years later,
would have got a kick out of the 3D ballet, and the efforts that have gone into
making his sci-fi opus concert friendly.
The main obstacle was that his original soundtrack mixed the music, sound
effects and the remarkably small amount
of dialogue into one multi-track recording, bound together for eternity.
“It wasn’t separated out into dialogue,
sound effects, music etc, it was mixed
together so there would have to be a job
done to separate it. Warner Bros helped us
hugely in doing this,” Moore said.
De Ridder said new software was used
that projected various frequencies in different colours on a screen, so the dialogue
and sound effects could be distinguished
from the music.
“Technically it remains a miracle to
me,” he added.
With that out of the way, the main
challenge is to get the chorus and orches-

tra consisting of well over 100 people
to play in sync with the film — but de
Ridder said the fact that Kubrick cut the
movie to fit the music is a big help.
He particularly enjoys the way Johann
Strauss’s Blue Danube Waltz accompanies the movements of a pen floating in
weightless space. “It works in a lovely
way with that pen,” said de Ridder, who
has memorised the film so he can hold it
all together.
Kubrick’s other masterstroke, common
to most of his movies, was a seemingly
unerring ear for using existing works of
classical music, and the occasional folk
or pop tune, that suit his films better than
any purpose-written Hollywood score.
His big discovery for 2001, apart from
having rescued Strauss’s Zarathustra
from concert-hall obscurity, was three
pieces he used by the then little-known
Hungarian avant gardist Ligeti, who was
pleased by the exposure but annoyed that
no one had bothered to tell him his music
was in Kubrick’s film.
“I think they sort of became friends,
but Ligeti was still pouting about it (years
later),” de Ridder said.
Ligeti was a particularly apt choice
for a film about outer space and eternity
because his use of micropolyphony —
meaning the sounds in between the 12
tones contained within a piano octave
— generates a feeling of irresolution,
French music scholar Simon Gallot, who
has written a book about “Gyorgy Ligeti
and Popular Music” (Editions Symetrie,
Lyon), said.
“Sometimes there are violent clashes between the voices...and different
rhythms, which scramble the sounds, until in the end all the dissonances are resolved,” Gallot said.
Which is fine for the music, but what
about the movie? Forty years on, people
still debate what it means, but as far as
Moore is concerned, what really matters
is that it is “an absolutely extraordinary
film”. — Reuters

3D, smart devices move TV towards new era

P

OPULAR TV actress Ankita Lokhande, who plays a
loving daughter-in-law in Zee TV’s Pavitra Rishta,
threw a few tantrums when she was asked to essay a
nasty scene for the show as she did not want to disappoint
her fans.
“Archana is the epitome of everything an ideal Indian
woman stands for.
People have deep faith in her. Women look up to her,
admire her, emulate her. I am not about to let thousands of
my fans down by shooting a sequence where I am seen to
be pushing my mother-in-law into a burning kitchen!”
Ankita said when she read the screenplay of the scene,
said a source.
The actress refused to shoot initially, but the director
finally convinced her.
Though the upcoming developments in the show have
been kept under wraps, sources reveal that as per the current track of the show, Nadkarni’s character Savita Tai has
Alzheimer’s and so she is suffering from acute depression

T

HE advent of 3D television and a new wave of
smart mobile devices
are energising the four-day MIPTV audiovisual entertainment
industry show that gets underway on Monday on the French
Riviera.
“I have a sense that the digital economy hasn’t had an opportunity to really explore the
truly trans-media experiences
offered by broadband Internet
and its connection to TV,” said
Gary Carter, chief operating
officer of FreemantleMedia, a
major international entertainment production company.
“We need to see if innovative people and companies can

mas, which will both premiere
this year, include an opulent
10-episode “Camelot” that
the show’s makers say takes
a fresh approach to the classic
King Arthur story.
The Irish-Canadian coproduction is representative of
a trend for big international coproductions that help companies share the costs of making
blockbusters.
Coming from Hollywood
to promoted Camelot will be
Joseph Fiennes of Shakespeare
in Love fame, who plays Merlin the magician in the series,
and Eva Green, whose character who broke James Bond’s
heart in Casino Royale.
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Music and prote

R

ECENTLY a group of youths disrupted
concert in front of the Faleej Castle. The
volved in the incident should reconsider
did, keeping aside rigidity in attitude and conf
the mainstream of the Omani society. Demonstr
protests call for freedom of speech, but at the
they should not affect the freedom of others. M
integral part of our everyday life — from the c
birds in the morning to the melodious flow of
falaj across Oman where thousands of Muslims
do the ablution for fajr (dawn) prayer.
The whole issue is about an ideological at
is opposed to music. I believe that the people b
Faleej Castle incident have such a notion. They
others to act in the same way and to have the
cepts. I hope they would review what had happen
was driven by strong emotions and opinions t
lead to unpleasant incidents, especially in such
moment in history.
We won’t be able to review the latest inciden
referring to Sohar, the nice city overlooking the
coast of Oman. We can consider the matter as a w
resenting a logical result of what is supposed to
Sohar, particularly after positive steps by the a
The response of His Majesty the Sultan was f
ever and this is the logical result that can possibl
Globe Roundabout at Sohar.
I strongly believe that the roundabout should
tally blocked because the culture of sit-ins an
and the opposition against corruption shall not
ated with the disruption of people’s interests. Ye
embedded in some minds and the validity of sol
the theory of response imposes more steps forw
protesters in Sohar, so this would go along with
reforms that were carried out in less than a mont
ing the harmony between the great people and
leadership of our beloved country.
The protests started in Oman demanding re
serve the entire nation but it ended up serving th
of certain segments of society. The whole ma
have been normal, especially because the freed
pression is a healthy phenomenon. But the dis
normal life and the blockade of roads by a group
ers is something that is absolutely unwarranted.
Bus drivers of the whole wilayat going on strik
ceptable since that badly affects the school going
Those protesters could have opted other ways
their opinion and deliver their message without
normal life. I believe that our future actions shou
the motive: “Forward to a better culture of protes
siders the interests of others”.

Lily Allen sends inv
for June 11 weddi
S

INGER Lily A
is set to tie the
Sam Cooper on Ju
sent out unique
cards to the invite
The pop st
boutique owner’s
shows her and he
heads superimpos
black and white p
of a couple sittin
farm tractor.
Allen appears a
woman in an ill-fitted cardigan with a handker
on her head, while builder Cooper, wears a rainc
comical invite, reports dailymail.co.uk.
The card tells guests to “Save The Date”, Ju
their calendars for a ceremony in Gloucesters
their home.
Allen has been dating Cooper since July 200

Love for hand-stitched costu

A

CTRESS
Michelle
Williams says she loved
the hand stitched clothes
she got to wear in her new
movie Meek’s Cutoff.
The 30-year-old actress,
who plays Emily in period
film, admits she loved getting fitted for her on-screen
outfits because they were
made to fit her exactly, reports femalefirst.co.uk.
“The wonderful part was
the costumes. All hand-stitched by two women
everything including the bonnets. Even doubl
dresses. They stitched us into them, cut us out
sewed us into them,” Williams told New York P
paper. The actress, who has a five-year-old daug
ilda with late actor Heath Ledger, says its was di
her to shoot for the film in scorching high tempe
Oregon desert in the US and “cursed the ground
“There were times that I cursed the ground
nitely the most demanding experience I’ve had

